
F.T.A.O. Mr Chapman.  
The National Planning Casework Unit  
5 St Phillips Place. 
Colmore Road    
Birmingham,  
B32 PW 
 
By email: PCU@communities.gsi.gov.uk 

 
Ref: - Two Major Adur District Council planning applications New Monks Farm 
AWDM 0961/17 and Airport AWDM/1093/17.     
 

Dear Mr Chapman, 

I write as a resident of Lancing and am expressing my grave concerns about the above two planning 

applications which Adur District Council approved on the 3
rd

 October last. 

There are so many issues which the local authority and the applicant have failed to address with 

these approvals, despite tremendous public pressure against them  because of  major concerns to do 

with their unsustainability for many aspects and the significant impacts on both the  local  community 

and this south coast region..  

The impact on the A27 strategic road network will be significant. It is unbelievable that the highways 

bodies have accepted that there will be a ‘nil detriment’ to the traffic flows for which the Highways 

England have consistently reported that this road is at over capacity. These two developments will 

create at least a further 8000 vehicle movements a day adding to the over 60,000 movements already 

experienced. We are still waiting for the Highways England’s proposals to upgrade the Lancing 

Worthing section of the A27. 

A major problem will be the increase in air pollution which a leading local environmental group has 

established is well over legal limits already in the Adur area and particularly along the stretch of the 

A27 where these two developments are proposed. 

A new 3 arm roundabout will mean the relocation of a community of residents on the permanent 

mobile homes Withy Patch travellers site to a new location within New Monks Farm. This will be 

inferior, is surrounded on 3 sides by busy roads, will increase noise pollution and air pollution for 

those families where there are at least 45 people, 28 of which are children. They will have to endure 

the dust and noise for up to 8 years whilst the site is developed. There has been no proper 

consultation with this community by either the Local or County Authorities. The latter authority owns 

the site they currently enjoy. The perception is that this community’s rights have been violated and 

need addressing by the statutory authority. 

The Adur District Council’s Local Plan 2017 is less than one year old. These approvals accept so 

many non compliances with that plan that it makes a mockery of even having a government approved 

plan. These include:- 

An IKEA of 31000 sq m plus a 4 hectare car park. The Local Plan calls for a minimum of 10,000 sq m 

with a degree of flexibility to make best use of the land.  How can over 3 times the size of this built 

development be acceptable as just ‘a degree’. The airport development is the same with 15,000 sq m 

now being acceptable for building up to 25,000 sq m within a 4 hectare site and buildings of up to 13m 

in height.. 

The proposed IKEA which is no more than a large ‘shed’ with no architectural merit also fails to 

comply with the local plan’s requirement that the built environment and public realm development 

should be of a high architectural quality and respect and enhance the character of the site and the 

prevailing character of the area.   
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The Planning Inspector who approved the local plan designated that the country park which is part of 

the plan’s requirement for the New Monks Farm development should be a minimum of 28 ha. Instead 

we have a park with just 24 hectares and no children’s play area as per the Adur Local Plan. 

The IKEA building with its mass and over 12m height will be totally detrimental to views into and out of 

the South Downs National Park which is located immediately to the north of both application sites and 

there are National Park concerns for increased light pollution pushing further into the park because of 

late night usage of the IKEA car park until 10pm. This also contravenes the Local Plan which specifies 

that the aims of the National Park must be respected. The National Park has objected strongly to both 

applications because of the latter concerns and were not consulted formally on the final mitigations 

which offered very little improvement to the previous iteration.. 

Other concerns include the sustainability of drainage it’s an area graded as high risk of flooding by the 

Environment Agency) and particularly foul waste management. The whole site is being connected to a 

main sewer which fails frequently in extreme weather from ground water inundation for long periods of 

time. This has occurred 4 out of the last 6 winters. 5 years ago, the Brighton & Hove Albion Training 

Academy (which is already located in the south west corner of the New Monks Farm site) was not 

able to connect to this sewer because of lack of capacity and had its own internal foul waste 

management system. How can the service provider now claim that this connection is sustainable and 

will not exacerbate the existing problems experienced - loss of foul waste facilities, surcharged 

manholes, sewage in roads and gardens? 

The General Aviation Awareness Council have advised that the technical assessment to advise on 

the safeguarding of operations of the Shoreham Airport is flawed and that an operator’s comments 

therein is disingenuous. That operator is reported to be a  member of the development company for 

New Monks Farm and does not have an operation at the airport. None of the latter has been taken 

into account together with the impact of helicopter flight paths on noise pollution and loss of safety 

drop down space where the NMF development is proposed. This is a public health and safety issue 

not fully addressed. 

There are other non compliances with Adur’s own Local Plan, like substandard access for NMUs to 

the National Park and this has a large regional detriment because the closure of the Sussex Pad 

junction and loss of the crossing there means inadequate and unsafe provision with the alternative 

routes being proposed.  

Even more worrying, because of lack of viability S106 payments to the County Council will not 

forthcoming. There will be no money to support the building of the primary school on the site or to put 

toward local secondary and 6
th
 form education, the fire service and libraries in the area. If there are 

any monies, it will be to the detriment of S106 allocations for health, police and other services which 

will be reallocated to the County and still will be insufficient..  

The local authority, despite the tremendous opposition to these inappropriate applications, has simply 

not taken into account any of the community concerns which have been strongly expressed about 

these sites right  from the first draft of the local plan. 

These applications are of very real concern to myself and my family and I would urge the Secretary of 

State to call in both for further public examination or better still, refuse them outright. 

 

Your sincerely, 

 

 


